On the call:  Bruce Behn, Bill Ezzell, Leslie Murphy, Melvin Stith
Not present today:  Jerry Strawser, Judy Rayburn

•  Next commissioner meeting was not discussed during the webinar

**Planning for May Pathways working session in Atlanta**
Commissioners discussed the number of working groups assigned or expected for each commissioner, and possible fragmentation of efforts across issues if commissioners get overloaded. The consensus was that the working groups are making progress, with some groups further along than others, but there is a concern about commissioner involvement and limitations on available time.

Discussed what to call the areas we are working on – need to avoid confusion with earlier efforts – and selected “working streams” as the nomenclature for now. There may be some issues with supply chain members being assigned in multiple working streams and having to manage simultaneous progress.

Started looking at the draft agenda for the meeting May 6 – 8 in Atlanta. The target for the May session is to have all working streams at least produce preliminary draft outlines by the end of the meeting. Breakout groups will work together Saturday morning through midafternoon Saturday. Discussion of whether there needed to be separate sessions for commissioners to give feedback to working streams, or whether that time needed to be devoted to presentations to overall group.

Sunday will have some more breakout sessions, presentations to the overall group, and will wrap up with a discussion of what the process needs to be to get work done by July 31, 2011 (next interim target).

**Phase II**
There was some discussion of the need to pay attention to planning for Phase II, even though the likely recommendations coming from Phase I are not fully identified or fleshed out at this point. While it will be helpful to have more concrete recommendations, it is essential that momentum be retained in order to carry forward Pathways efforts and implement effective change.